A healthy excise administration
with EMCS
_______
Every excise-license holder must record the excise goods location (EGL) in an accurate and verifiable manner. A
license holder must periodically submit an excise declaration and be able to justify his or her excise administration
to the customs control services.

Where is the overview?
Receipts, deliveries, returns, corrections, chargebacks… With all those daily stock movements, it’s a real challenge
for the customs warehouse to maintain an overview of it all. You cannot escape the need for an automated and
integrated excise administration. A system that automatically registers every stock movement in or out of its
customs warehouse and provides stock movements with the correct details, such as excise rates, contents, alcohol
percentages, and more.

Automated excise administration
Part of having accurate excise administration is recording every movement of the goods that enter or leave
the warehouse under the suspension of excise duty. You must link this movement of goods to an e-AD via the
EMCS system. Having an automated excise administration enables you to comply with the mandatory periodic
declarations and customs controls. An important objective here is for these matters to operate as automatically as
possible. This allows you to reduce the administrative burden of the company, so you can fully concentrate on the
daily operations.

20-50% efficiency gains with EMCS
Since 2011, all movement of goods under the suspension of excise duty has to be reported within a European
system; this is called the ‘Excise Movement and Control System’ (EMCS). With the EMCS module, Aptean has
achieved a system-to-system link with the EMCS of the Customs authority. Based on our customers’ experiences,
we can provide you with the following benefits:
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Advantages of inbound e-AD traffic
•

Time savings: 20-50% efficiency gains

•

No double entry of data

•

Faster e-AD and purchase order matching

•

Advance notice of goods to be received

•

Elimination of print and paperwork

•

e-AD displays the current EMCS status

Advantages of outbound e-AD traffic
•

Time savings: 15-20 minutes saved per e-AD compared to personal domain

•

No double entry of data

•

Validation of mandatory EMCS data

•

Complete file creation within Dynamics 365 Business Central

•

e-AD displays the current EMCS status

Aptean is a global provider of mission-critical, industry-specific software solutions. Aptean’s
purpose-built ERP and supply chain management solutions help address the unique challenges
facing process and discrete manufacturers, distributors, and other focused organizations.
Aptean’s compliance solutions are built for companies serving specific markets such as finance,
healthcare, biotech and pharmaceuticals. Over 4,500 organizations in more than 20 industries
across 54 countries trust Aptean’s solutions at their core to assist with running their operations.
To learn more about Aptean and the markets we serve, visit www.aptean.com.
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